Four classes of shape representation are dominating nowadays in computer-supported design and modeling of products, (1) point clouds, (2) surface meshes, (3) solid/surface models and (4) design/styling models. To support applications such as high-level shape design, feature-based design, shape modeling, shape analysis, rapid prototyping, feature recognition and shape presentation, it is required that transitions among and within the four representation classes take place. Transitions from a "lower" representation class to "higher" class are far from trivial, and at the same time highly demanded for reverse design purposes. New methods and algorithms are needed to accomplish new transitions. A characterization of the four classes is presented, the most relevant transitions are reviewed and a relatively new transition, from point cloud directly to design/styling model is proposed and experimented. The importance of this transition for new methods of shape reuse and redesign is pointed out and demonstrated.
INTRODUCTION
Shape modeling is an essential technique in all phases of product development, from concept creation and design, engineering, presentation, to part analysis and manufacturing. The influence of computer graphics techniques on the supporting technologies in each of these phases has strongly increased in recent years. Real-time evaluation of products, virtual prototyping, distant collaboration, production simulation, usage simulation, etc. are becoming routinely used. Most of the massive graphical applications rely on so-called low-level shape representations, in particular the surface mesh. Surface mesh processing is getting more and more hardwareimplemented and thus enable new methods of product evaluation and also support decision making in the design and engineering process. On the other hand, designing and engineering itself happens mainly through so-called high-level models commonly available in CAD/CAE systems. The shape of a product, therefore, will often need to be converted from one representation class to another, or multiple model representations may coexist in a hybrid system. Transitions from higher to lower levels are relatively straightforward. In contrast, to build (for example) a B-rep solid model from a surface mesh is difficult, and only possible in exceptional cases. Yet, to support recent needs in industry to reconstruct solid/surface models and even feature-based shape models from unordered data points, transitions from low to higher level representations are needed (Sinha 1996 , Vergeest 2001a .
In this paper we will present a classification of shape representations in four categories. For each of these classes it will be reviewed which applications are dependent on it. Also the main processes within each representation class will be described, as well as conversions among the classes. One particular conversion, from point cloud to freeform feature will be studied in more detail. Its need for shape reuse and for the reverse design of shape will be pointed out. A computational method to obtain freeform features from point cloud data will be described and demonstrated for a specific type of feature, namely the non-straight ridge in a freeform surface.
FOUR REPRESENTATION CLASSES OF SHAPE
A representation class C i of shape is a set of space occupancies; C i = {g 1 , g 2 , ...}, g j ⊂ 3 , where in general the set is uncountable infinite, so it is better to write C i ⊂ 2 3 that is C i is a subset of the powerset (the set of subsets) of 3 . Informally, C i contains all possible shapes g j of the class. We note that the definition could be extended from spatial occupancy to scalar and vector fields as to describe materials and physical phenomena. We also remark that the proposed classification is designed for, but not limited to compact subsets of 3 and the boundaries enclosing such objects. Representation class C 1 is called point cloud. Each element g i ∈ C 1 is a finite set of points in 3 . Although in practice the points will be represented in a particular order, the ordering must not have any implication. A unique property of C 1 is that the spatial occupancy of each of its members g i is explicitly coded as list of locations in space. There is no information about the role of any point not contained in g i . Obviously, this is a very "pure" definition of a point cloud. In practice a point cloud can be equipped with some adjacency information, for example if the point cloud were obtained from a 3D scanning system or from sampling points in a parametric surface. As mentioned, in this classification we will not assume any such information for elements of C 1 .
Representation class C 2 is the surface mesh. A surface mesh is a set of flat polygons, where each polygon is an edge loop defined by 3 or more vertices. A vertex is coded as a point in 3 . The planar surface enclosed by a polygon is called a facet. Two polygons may share an edge. The surface mesh can describe two-manifolds in 3 and non-manifolds as well. The coding of a surface mesh g i ∈ C 2 can be very similar to that of a point cloud. The surface mesh, however, defines explicitly which surface (facet) is contained in g i for each edge loop. This information can be coded by a simple vertex grouping structure. To compute the facet explicitly an algorithm should be provided. The surface mesh has become extremely popular in computer graphics applications and is also extensively used in CAD modeling systems as a secondary or auxiliary representation form.
Representation class C 3 is the union of solid and surface models of the types commonly used in CAD/CAE systems. A solid or surface model g i ∈ C 3 is coded by vertices or points in 3 . The actual space occupancy is defined by algorithms that take these vertices as input and then compute points on the surface, or on the solid's boundary, at a given density. and precision. Alternatively, a system may produce a surface mesh (see previous class) to approximate g i . CAD/CAE implementations based on C 3 normally provide controlling mechanisms to create and modify models g i within the class. The modifiers support user-defined changes of such parameters as B-spline control points, geometric transformations, Boolean operations, possibly subject to user-defined constraints.
Representation class C 4 encompass design and styling models. Formally these models are borrowed from C 2 and/or C 3 , i.e. C 4 ⊆ C 2 ∪ C 3 . A model g i ∈ C 4 can be manipulated by the user (designer or shape stylist) through few parameters subject to complex constraints. Examples of such manipulations are editing of curvature development in a curve or surface, editing of a styling line in a surface and changing the parameters of freeform features. In the most advanced systems, these shape modifiers are not preprogrammed, but partially created by the user him/herself. Whereas models in C 3 can be deformed arbitrarily (e.g. by shifting individual control points of a NURBS surface), the models in C 4 are limited to shapes relevant in a particular design context (Fontana 1999 , Vergeest 2001b , Shah 1995 .
The representation classes are depicted in figure 1 . The operations on models (including representation conversions) will be discussed in the next section. The representation classes are not exclusive and in some cases used in combination. For example, a boundary representation solid modeling system may employ surface meshes for rendering purposes. Another example of a system based on a hybrid representation is a Computer-Aided Industrial Design (CAID) system. Such a system provides high-level modeling capabilities to the designer and stylist, and clearly falls into class C 1 . However, most of the computations (surface intersection, rendering, Boolean operations) are based on B-rep or CSG techniques implemented using representations of class C 2 .
Some of the most common applications are indicated in figure 1. Machining is mostly performed on basis of solid/surface models in C 3 , whereas Rapid Prototyping is computed from surface meshes such as the STL form. Model storage at the company level can be very system-specific and hence involves C 4 models, besides C 3 models. Importing nonnative models, e.g. from the Internet is mostly based on surface meshes (class C 2 ) or solid/surface forms such as ACIS or IGES or ISO STEP (C 3 ). Finally, inputting models from sensed 3D objects depends on processing of point clouds (C 1 ).
COMMON SHAPE TRANSITIONS
Two categories of shape transitions can be distinguished. The first, shape preserving transitions comprise representation conversions, where the shape should be exactly or approximately remain unchanged. Transitions from one representation class to another (see figure 1) fall into this category. In general, transitions toward lower classes (from C i to C j , i ≥ j) are relatively straightforward. For example the generation of a point cloud from a surface mesh, and the generation of a surface mesh from a solid/surface model can be highly automated. Also the transition from a CAID to a CAD (surface/solid) model is practically possible, although there are issues of spatial accuracy and also the model complexity at the CAD/CAE level can be unnecessarily high. Transitions from C i to C j ,, i ≤ j, require some kind of additional input or assumptions. A triangulation process from a point cloud of class C1 to a surface mesh of class C2 is nontrivial, and in general not unique (Puntambekar 1994) .
Ultimately, it should be decided (possibly by heuristics) which pairs of points constitute an edge. Also shape transitions within a class can be a representation conversion (for example B-rep to CSG in C3). Obtaining a surface/solid model from a surface mesh is notoriously hard. Techniques such as surface fitting and model reconstruction have been developed for this type of shape transition. The transition from C2 to C3 is also known as reverse engineering of shape. In this technology, the preservation of shape is very essential. An even more difficult transition is from class C3 to class C4. The need of this transition emerges when an engineering model of a shape (for example represented as a B-rep) should be restyled, or its aesthetic design should be improved. As these types of shape modifications are supported by CAID systems, the B-rep needs to be translated into a CAID model, typically equipped with high-level styling tools and freeform modeling capabilities. The problem here is the mismatch in complexity of the classes C 3 and C 4 . The representation form in class C 3 are relatively well understood and theories and software libraries are available to support shape editing, Boolean operations and shape evaluation based on solid and surface representations. In contrast, the structure of class C 4 is less understood, and it seems that in the freeform shape domain, the possible parameterizations of shapes and of features is unlimited. Therefore a method of transition from C 3 (or from lower classes) into a shape in C 4 tends to be specific for the shape at hand.. Design and styling models depend on complex shape variations and parameters. For example, the user of a styling system may have prepared a way of changing the curvature development of a styling line in a surface. What the designer needs in that specific shape context is a small set of control variables, dedicated to the editing of a styling line. It might be clear that translating a solid/surface model into a model accepted by a system based on a C 4 representation not automatically guarantees that any styling line is recognized or made editable. Only when, prior to the transition process, the knowledge about the intended shape context would be provided, a successful transition can be achieved. In the next section we will go deeper into this issue.
Shape preserving transitions within a class include point set filtering, mesh simplification/subdivision referred to as level of detail (LOD) management, and surface/solid model conversions. The second category of shape transitions are shape nonpreserving transitions. They include shape modeling operations based on a particular representation, and hence within the same class. The shape functionality of CAD/CAE systems and CAID systems, namely to create, modify and optimize shape models can be regarded as a transition from one shape to the next. A well-known type of shape transition within class C 2 is the metamorphosis of the surface mesh (Lazarus 1998) .
TRANSITIONS FROM CLASS C 1 TO C 4
In recent years there was a growing interest to support CAID directly from physical parts (Sinha 1996) . Rather than creating a freeform model starting using CAD or CAID from the start, the process begins with manual model making, for example in clay. Then the clay model is 3D digitized using some scanning technique. 3D scanning is already routinely used for applications such as part verification or reverse engineering of shape (Varadi 1997) . The 3D scanning process delivers a point cloud that represents the shape of the physical part up to some accuracy. Methods to obtain surface meshes and even solid/surface models from a point cloud are quite well developed and can be used successfully when the data acquisition was sufficiently dense, accurate and complete. Tools for reverse engineering are readily avilable in commercial packages such as Imageware's Surfacer and Raindrop's Geomagic [Meiritz 1999 , Sinha 1996 , Putambekar 1994 , Váradi 1997 . Shape preserving transitions from C 1 via C 2 to C 3 are thus feasible. However, to support CAID, a transition to C 4 is needed, which is challenging as discussed above. From the perspective of the industrial designer, the usage of 3D scanned data is blocked after the surface generation processes (upper part of figure 2). Suppose, for example, that the physical object contains a hole, and that it was the designer's intent to modify the location or the diameter of the hole. However, the model obtained after 3D scanning and surface reconstruction does not contain a hole as an editable feature. Geometrically, the hole is visible and represented, but parameters such as hole location and hole diameter are nonexistent. To introduce the parameters, some sort of shape recognition, or more specifically, freeform feature recognition is required (lower part of Figure 2 ). In the next section we describe initial results of a transition from point cloud to a freeform feature, that is from class C 1 directly to C 4 .
GENERAL FREEFORM RIDGE REGISTRATION
A meaningful transition from a point cloud to a parameterized shape feature requires (1) the recognition of that shape feature in the data and (2) introduction of the parameter(s) belonging to the feature type in such a way that the shape feature can be manipulated in the CAID system. In recent research in the Dynash project (http://www.dynash.tudelft.nl), we have experimented several freeform feature types, including ridge, hole and bump ). Here we take as an example a general ridge, which can extend arbitrarily in a freeform surface. A manually made clay model of such a ridge is shown in figure 3 . The main problem now is whether obvious parameters such as the height of the ridge and its width can be changed by the designer.
Region of Interest (ROI)
The first step is the obtaining of a point cloud S representing the shape of the physical part. Although S contains the shape feature ridge, it is not yet registered as such. The registration of the feature occurs through a concatenation of relatively simple templates T(p k ), each of which should be matched to the surface S. T(p k ) is a surface defined by some parameter p k , where p k ∈ P, called the parameter space. The templates all belong to the same type, but each of the templates (indexed k) has its own placement and its own intrinsic shape, defined by parameter p k . In Figure 4 this principle is schematically depicted. The fitting of an individual template to the point data is equivalent to registering a portion of the ridge (Vergeest 2003) . In a current implementation, each of the templates T(p k ) has 8 parameters; 6 DOF for placement and width w k and height h k . Typically, template T(p k+1 ) is a follow-up of template T(p k ). The position of T(p k+1 ) will be approximately one feature-length further along the direction of the ridge in S, and the orientation of T(p k+1 ) will adapt to the local direction of the ridge. However, if the ridge happens to have a changing height and/or width as it develops in the surface S, the values h k+1 and w k+1 will be set accordingly. The process is automatic and carries on until some stop criterion is reached. If the ridge in S has been covered by d templates T(p k ), k=1,...,d , then the total structure is defined by 8d parameters. For d typically being in the order of 20, the number 8d is too large for an interactive conceptual shape design application. Therefore, the d templates are being approximated with a single NURBS surface T'(q), controllable by the user with very few parameters, down to two.
For each k the template T(p k ) is an instance derived from a geometric feature class or, more generally, T(p k ) is a 2-manifold in some geometric representation form. In the domain of freeform shapes the most common representation forms are surfaces (including B-spline surfaces) or triangulations or surface meshes
We decided to base the template fitting on the computation of shape dissimilarity between the two point sets {t i ∈T(p k ), i=1,m} and {s i ∈S, j=1,n}, for some m and n. The points s j are obtained during the scanning process, and the points t i are derived from a sampling scheme of surface T(p k ). The shape dissimilarity M is the mean directed Hausdorff distance from T(p k ) to S. (Spanjaard 2001) . The numerical approximation reads
where t i and s j are the points in T(p k ) and S, respectively. A matching procedure is required to obtain the best fitting template T(p k ) under variation of the multi-component parameter p k . This involves the search for p opt ∈P defined as
where Arg refers to the argument of the function M(T()) that returns the function's minimum value. The search, or optimization process, is performed by a general purpose optimization package.
For every value of k, T(p k ) is represented as a simple NURBS surface containing the straight ridge (see Fig. 4 ). If T(p k ) is determined, then the orientation and position of T(p k+1 ) are chosen such that its first row of control points (the control points in a plane perpendicular to the ridge direction) coincide with the last row of control points of T(p k ). The width w k+1 and height h k+1 of T(p k+1 ) are initially set to the width w k and height h k found for T(p k ). If for some k a ridge is no longer detected (i.e. the data S is locally consistent with zero height), the stop criterion is met and no more templates will be considered. Finally, the k-1 templates are unified to a single NURBS surface T'(q), constructed from the control points of the individual templates. The control points that determine the shape of the ridge itself (i.e. the control points in the center part of each row) can be proportionally shifted in such a way that the height and the width of the ridge in T(q) is locally increased or decreased with a particular rate. This latter function is included for shape modeling purposes.
IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
The first numerical experiment was for data S obtained from a synthetic model, see Fig. 5 . The surface contains a spirally formed ridge with changing height and width. Using a sampling algorithm, points on S were generated as input to the algorithm. As mentioned, the algorithm was designed for unordered data points, so the sampling order in S had no effect on the outcome of the algorithm. The fitting process was triggered by the user who points with the cursor to S near the starting point of the ridge. Near that point the algorithm obtains a best fitting ridge, for k=1. In the current implementation there are 8 degrees of freedom (as described above), and for example the total length and width if the entire template are fixed using some ad hoc value. Once the algorithm has started, the following templates (k = 2,....20) are appended automatically. As can be seen in Figure 6 (top) the 20ths segment failed to follow the ridge. The program should have interpreted this as an "end of ridge", but in some cases the user still must intervene and stop the search. the control points of the segment B-spline surfaces were simply merged into a control net of a single B-spline surface (Figure 6, bottom) . The decreasing height and width of the ridge have been determined (Figure 7 ). In the following experiment S was obtained by 3D scanning of an existing part (Fig. 8 ) using a mechanical coordinate measuring machine. The point set obtained was relatively accurate and dense. The algorithm yielded a series of templates ( Fig. 9 ) from which a single NURBS surface could be constructed (Fig. 10) . The measured height and width of the ridge as a function of cumulative arc-length is consistent with being constant (Fig. 11 ), in accordance with the shape of the feature on the physical part. As mentioned, the height and width of the entire ridge become editable by the designer. Finally, we tested the algorithm with data obtained from the manually made object (Figure 3 ). Both the object itself and the measuring method introduced significant inaccuracies. The 3D scanner was a low-cost desktop device, which was fast (appr. 20 min. for a scan) but of low resolution, appr. 1mm, where the diameter of the ROI was about 100mm. Despite the sparseness of the data points (Fig. 12) , the algorithm was able to capture the ridge and to register the feature attributes as a function of arc-length (Fig. 13) . It should be noted that the capturing of the ridge is a series of local approximations. The size of the straight ridges should be adapted to the local curvature of the ridge, which is not yet the case in the current implementation.
Typically the computation time of a ridge match takes about 50 seconds, which amounts to about 10 to 20 minutes for the entire ridge, if the ridge is registered with 10 to 20 straight ridges. 
CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
We have proposed a shape representation classification and reviewed the transitions within and among the classes. Transitions from lower to higher classes are, in general, more difficult to accomplish than transition into the other direction. A method has been presented for the implementation of a new transition, from point cloud directly to design/styling model, where shape features perceived in the point data could be meaningfully edited on a CAID level. Initial results of such method have been demonstrated. As mentioned in the text, several improvements to the algorithm need to be made.
In another research in the Dynash project a method has been developed to copy and paste the feature information into a new solid or surface model (Wang 2002) . Once the feature has been inserted into the new model, the parameters should still be operating in order to adapt the ridge to the new design.
